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Abstract: Apache Hive could be a wide used information reposition and analysis tool. Developers write SQL like 

HIVE queries that are regenerate into MapReduce programs to runs on a cluster. Despite its quality, there's very little 

analysis on performance comparison and diagnose. Part of the explanation is that instrumentation techniques 

accustomed monitor execution cannot be applied to intermediate MapReduce code generated from Hive question. as a 

result of the generated MapReduce code is hidden from developers, run time logs are the sole places a developer will 

get a glimpse of the particular execution. Having an automatic tool to extract info and to come up with report from logs 

is crucial to know the query execution behavior. The designed a tool to make the execution profile of individual Hive 

queries by extracting info from HIVE and Hadoop logs. The profile consists of elaborated info regarding MapReduce 

jobs, tasks and tries happiness to a question. it's keep as a JSON document in MongoDB and might be retrieved to 

come up with reports in charts or tables. I have run many experiments on AWS with TPC-H knowledge sets and 

queries to demonstrate that our identification tool is ready to help developers in examination HIVE queries written in 

numerous formats, running on completely different knowledge sets and organized with different parameters. it's 

additionally ready to compare tasks/attempts inside constant job to diagnose performance problems. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Increasing users in the present social networking sites drop their opinions about the particular site or about the services 

of the networking sites. This increases the importance of the networking sites in terms of customer satisfaction and 

transparent behaviour between the network and the user. With help of the present technology users are able to express 

their positive or negative feedback about the any particular object or service on the internet just by adding a comment 

to it. Such generated data will help in the improvisation of the services or products by the business holders and to 

interact with minimal efforts with users. Such exclusive importance has increased the tracking and analysis module for 

social networking comments that includes the positive or negative sentimental expressions of users. The demand of 

sentimental text analysis is increased and has taken a step in industrial as well as academic field with betterment of the 

performance. Eventually the trial and error modules are implemented so that computer can identify the emotions 

expressed by humans through text format [01]. 

 

II.LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
Apache Hive is a popular data analytic extension to HadoopMapReduce framework. The SQL like language makes it a 

convenient alternative to hand-coded MapReduce programs. Simple HIVE queries are able to achieve similar 

performance as those of hand-coded MapReduce programs. There could be performance gaps between HIVE query and 

hand-coded MapReduce program for complex analytic workloads[16].  

Over the years, HIVE has made many significant technical advancements in storage format, indexing, SQLto-

MapReduce translator and execution engine to improve execution performance. Certain in-depth knowledge may be 

required to fully utilize such advancements. The performance of complex queries could be unpredictable and 

sometimes hard to understand for most users. There are cases where small changes in the way a query is written may 

have big impact on the performance[6].  

There are also cases where performance on large data set may vary a lot to performance on small data set using exactly 

the same query. In addition, HIVE also allows for fine tuning performance by parameters such as reducer number and 

timing of shuffle. The effect of such parameters, most of the time, can only be evaluated by experimenting. Developers 

often have to resort to meticulously walking through countless log messages, or perform numerous key word searches 

to find the information needed[1]. 

Performance and debugging information may be obtained by instrumenting query execution. This approach is intrusive 

and often incurs overheads. In addition, these options are only available for hand-coded MapReduce programs. HIVE 
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generates and executes MapReduce code on the fly, making it impossible for any instrumentation tools to perform 

source or binary instrumentation. 

Most clusters are configured to allow jobs running at the same time sharing the computing resources fairly. Hadoop 

cluster configured with MRv1 view resources as fixed map or reduce slots on each node. Job scheduling and 

monitoring is managed by a JobTracker demon running on the master node. TaskTracker demons running on the slave 

nodes manage the execution of individual tasks. This is considered as ineffective because the JobTracker demon is 

responsible for managing the resources for the whole cluster as well as monitoring the execution of each individual 

jobs. Recent versions of the Hadoop introduce a generic resource management framework YARN. Hadoop cluster 

configured with YARN is also referred to as MRv2. In this setting, YARN is responsible for allocating and managing 

resources for the whole cluster. Each application running on the cluster has its own ApplicationMaster to monitor 

execution status and to decide if new attempt should be started.  

The run time logs under different managing systems contain similar information with slightly different formats. We 

focus on logs generated by YARN. YARN framework allows users to configure a log directory in HDFS. All logs of a 

particular job will be stored in sub-directories identified by user name and jobID. Each attempt is stored in a file 

identified by the actual node running the attempt. The logs representing the overall job is stored in a file identified by 

the node running the ApplicationMaster. 

 

III.PROPOSED WORK 

 
In this paper, the present a profiling tool which builds execution profile of individual HIVE queries with information 

extracted from log files. The profiled is stored in semi structured format and can be retrieved to produce various reports 

for performance comparison, diagnose and other use.  The  profiler is a specialized one extracting data from logs 

produced by running queries. Different from all the existing profilers, focus on profiling individual query to understand 

performance variation and to diagnose possible problems. 

 

Advantages of proposed system 

 profiler focuses on profiling each and every individual query thus giving a developer in depth freedom of analysis. 

 It also provides visualization tools to help developers show details of a particular query, job or task. 

 profiler has the ability to compare profiles of multiple queries against each other on various aspects. 

 

3.1 Purpose 

The purpose of this document is to provide Software Requirement Specification for “Building execution profiles for the 

systems running on HIVE”. 

 

3.2 Scope 

The software product produced is an application by name “Building execution profiles for the systems running on 

HIVE". Apache Hive is a widely used data warehousing and analysis tool. Developers write SQL like HIVE queries, 

which are converted into MapReduce programs to runs on a cluster. Despite its popularity, there is little research on 

performance comparison and diagnose. Part of the reason is that instrumentation techniques used to monitor execution 

cannot be applied to intermediate MapReduce code generated from Hive query. Because the generated MapReduce 

code is hidden from developers, run time logs are the only places a developer can get a glimpse of the actual execution. 

Having an automatic tool to extract information and to generate report from logs is essential to understand the query 

execution behavior [16]. 

The designed a tool to build the execution profile of individual Hive queries by extracting information from HIVE and 

Hadoop logs. The profile consists of detailed information about MapReduce jobs, tasks and attempts belonging to a 

query. It is stored as a JSON document in MongoDB and can be retrieved to generate reports in charts or tables. We 

have run several experiments on AWS with TPC-H data sets and queries to demonstrate that our profiling tool is able to 

assist developers in comparing HIVE queries written in different formats, running on different data sets and configured 

with different parameters. It is also able to compare tasks/attempts within the same job to diagnose performance issues 

[16]. In this paper, present a profiling tool which builds execution profile of individual HIVE queries with information 

extracted from log files. The profiled is stored in semi structured format and can be retrieved to produce various reports 

for performance comparison, diagnose and other use.  Profile is a specialized one extracting data from logs produced by 

running queries. Different from all the existing profilers, and focus on profiling individual query to understand 

performance variation and to diagnose possible problems. 

 

3.3 SYSTEM DESIGN 

Systems style is that the method of process the design, components, modules, interfaces, and knowledge for a system to 

satisfy such that needs. Systems style may see it because the application of systems theory to development. there's some 
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overlap with the disciplines of analytic thinking, systems design and systems engineering. If the broader topic of 

development "blends the angle of selling, design, and producing into one approach to development," then style is that 

the act of taking the selling info and making the look of the merchandise to be manufactured. Systems style is thus the 

method of shaping and developing systems to satisfy specific needs of the user. 

Until the 1990 systems style had an important and revered role within the processing business. within the 1990 

standardization of hardware and code resulted within the ability to make standard systems. The increasing importance 

of code running on generic platforms has increased the discipline of code engineering. Object-oriented analysis design 

and style are getting the foremost wide used ways for laptop systems design. The UML has become the quality 

language in object-oriented analysis and style. it's wide used for modeling package systems and is more and more used 

for prime planning non-software systems and organizations. System style is one in all the foremost vital phases of 

computer code development method. the aim of the designing the look is to plan the answer of a tangle such by the 

need documentation. In different words the primary step within the answer to the matter is that the style of the project. 

The design of the system is maybe the foremost vital issue moving the standard of the computer code. the target of the 

style the planning the look part is to provide overall design of the computer code. It aims to work out the modules that 

ought to be within the system to meet all the system necessities in an economical manner. The design can contain the 

specification of these modules, their interaction with different modules and therefore the desired output from every 

module. The output of the look method could be a description of the software package design. 

 

The design part is followed by 2 sub phases 

• High Level style 

• Detailed Level style 

 

The below figure 2 shows a general block diagram describing the activities performed by this paper. 

 

 
Figure 2: Architectural diagram of proposed work. 

 

The individual blocks are explained as following: 

3.3.1 Data Access Layer-Data access layer is the one which exposes all the possible operations on the data base to the 

outside world. It will contain the DAO classes, DAO interfaces, POJOs, and Utils as the internal components. All the 

other modules of this project will be communicating with the DAO layer for their data access needs. 

 

3.3.2 Account Operations-Account operations module provides the following functionalities to the end users of our 

project.  

 Register a new seller/ buyer account 

 Login to an existing account 

 Logout from the session 

 Edit the existing Profile 

 Change Password for security issues 

 Forgot Password and receive the current password over an email 

 Delete an existing Account  

Account operations module will be re-using the DAO layer to provide the above functionalities.  

 

3.3.3 Coupons Retrieval -Here, the user will be able to retrieve the coupons from various online stores. The service 

layer will be invoking Rest API call which communicates with various stores online and provides us the coupons 

information along with the coupon code and the expiry date for retrieving the coupons. The user will have to register / 
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create their account in the coupons applications before they can retrieve these coupons. The coupons has been 

categorized into Trending and Latest coupons. Trending coupons are those which will be accessed by most number of 

users. Latest coupons are those which are recently uploaded by the online stores. 

3.3.4 Coupons Sharing-Here, the user will be able to share the coupons they obtained from the previous component 

with their friends/ relatives. The users will have to provide the email address of the person with whom the user must 

share the coupons with. The coupons application will be triggering an email to the specified recipient and sends the 

details like the coupons code, title, description, expiry date, and the link from where the offer can be retrieved from. 

3.3.5 Admin Account and Logs Path Configuration-Here, The admin of the coupons application will be able to 

access the Hive Analysis component by providing his/her access details. The registration module for the Hive Analysis 

application, because the Hive analysis application is secured and only the admins of the Coupons application must be 

accessing the Hive analysis application. The admin after logging in to the Hive Analysis application, will be able to 

configure the path where the hive logs file are present. Hive logs files will be generated upon continued access to 

Coupons Application. 

3.3.6 Hive Analysis-Here, the admin of the coupons application, after logging into the Hive analysis application, will 

be able to analyze the log files generated by the coupons application. We are providing two sub types of analysis here: 

Dashboard and Details.In the dashboard page, the admin will be viewing the summary of the logs files generated, like 

total log files found, total number of successful queries, total number of failure queries, query which took maximum 

time, and the query which took minimum time. In the details page, the admin will be able to access the profile of 

individual hive query in detail. Each query will have its own profile. The profile information includes command, 

command type, start time, end time, total time, result, and the error details if any. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

The presented a HIVE profiling tool based on log analysis. This profiler is able to extract information from various log 

files to build profiles of individual queries. It also provides visualization tools to help developers show details of a 

particular query, job or task and to compare profiles of multiple queries against each other on various aspects. Our 

experiment shows that it can be used in performance analysis, diagnose and parameter selection. Though not presented 

in the experiment, our profiler can be a useful tool to test the impact of new software features. It can effectively replace 

the hand drawn charts and tables in reports of new feature and new improvements. 
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